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FOR PRIVATE PURPOSE ONLY This leaflet can be downloaded and used for informational purposes only and in a private context.
Subject to Generic Diamond Pte Ltd. Terms of Use and Intellectual Property & Other Notices.

love painkiller

TM

Allotrope of carbon

Please read all of this leaflet carefully before you start taking this treatment because it contains important
information for you.
This treatment is available without prescription, for you to treat a problem without a specialist’s help. Nevertheless, you
still need to use your treatment carefully to get the best results. Always take this treatment exactly as described in this
leaflet. Then, if you need more information or advice, ask your jeweler or gemologist.
STATEMENTS MADE IN THIS LEAFLET HAVE NOT BEEN EVALUATED BY ANY DRUG ADMINISTRATION
AGENCY OR AUTHORITY. LOVE PAINKILLER™ IS NOT INTENDED TO DIAGNOSE, TREAT, CURE OR PREVENT
ANY DISEASE. LOVE PAINKILLER™ IS JUST A REAL DIAMOND NICELY PACKED. NEVER TRY TO
SWALLOW/EAT, CHEW OR SUCK DIAMONDS.
Keep this leaflet, as you may need to read it again.

What is in this leaflet:

Take special care with love painkiller™ if you:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

� have serious love heart problems. Treatment such as
love painkiller™ can increase the risk of heart
palpitations
� are in a couple therapy
� are engaged in extramarital relation(s) or with extra
partner(s)

What love painkiller™ is and what it is used for
What are the benefits of love painkiller™
What you need to know before you take love painkiller™
How to take love painkiller™
Possible side effects
How to store love painkiller™
Contents of the pack and other information

1. WHAT IS LOVE PAINKILLER™ AND WHAT IS IT USED FOR
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love painkiller™ belongs to a group of treatments called
Anti-Love Relationship Disorder (ALRD). These treatments
are used for the relief of headaches, migraine and emotional
pains, especially for couples in difficult time, crisis, situation
of conflict or beginning of reconciliation period.

Interaction with love painkiller™ :
Before you use love painkiller™, talk to your jeweler if you
are taking or have recently taken any other diamond
jewellery treatment. Some treatments can reduce or
suppress the effectiveness of love painkiller™.
Other warnings:

love painkiller™ is prescribed for adults and adolescents
aged 14 years and above for the symptomatic treatment of:
dispute, anger, deceit and deception, sadness, tearfulness,
heartbreak, anxiety, hopelessness and irritability in the
couple relationship.

� this treatment may cause dizziness in some people. If
this happens, do not drive, use or operate machinery
� love painkiller™ must be used only occasionally and
should not replace a regular healthy love relationship
� this treatment can be addictive

This treatment contains one tablet (single dose) of certified
lab-grown diamond.

Consult your jewellery professional before using love painkillerTM
if any of the above mentioned conditions concern you or if
you are not sure whether you should start taking this
treatment.

2. WHAT BENEFITS EXPECT FROM LOVE PAINKILLER™
The below list includes the more common benefits of your
treatment. The benefits vary from patient to patient and can
depend on the dosage given:
� reduces emotional pains and headaches in a few
minutes
� reduces stress and anxiety, relieves tension, reduces
negative energy and produces a sense of wellbeing
recovery with the partner
� improves love, happiness, joy and vitality in the
relationship
� reduces doubts, fears and uncertainties in the couple
relationship
� unlocks hidden feelings, positive emotions and passions
� improves libido, hormone imbalances, sexual activity
and in some cases orgasms
� improves imagination and creativity, and of course the
brilliance of the skin at the end of the treatment
Caution: this treatment has been prescribed for you. Please
do not pass it to others. It may harm them, even if their
symptoms are the same as yours. If you notice any benefits
not listed in this leaflet, please tell your jeweler.
3. BEFORE TAKING/GIVING LOVE PAINKILLER™
Do not take love painkiller™ if you:
� are allergic to love or custom-made jewellery
� are definitely allergic to your partner

4. HOW TO TAKE/USE LOVE PAINKILLER™
Always take/use love painkiller™ as described in this
package leaflet. If you do not understand the instructions or
are not sure, ask your jeweler or gemologist for help.
Dosage:
love painkiller™ consists in a single dose treatment of 300,
500, 700 or 1000 millicarats of certified lab-grown diamond.
Methods of administration:
FOR EXTERNAL USE ONLY.
love painkiller™ can be administered at any time. There are
two methods of administration:
Method A: Immediate Release Treatment or short-acting.
Immediate Release Treatment is a method of administration
that is intended to release all the active ingredients and
benefits within a short period of time. Short-acting provides
extremely fast result:
a) take your single dose of diamond with you and visit your
local jewellery store
b) choose a setting that fits your own personal style and ask
your jeweler to set your diamond on it
c) get in a few days your dream piece of jewellery
The treatment should be completed in 1 or 2 weeks maximum.
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Method B: Sustained Release Treatment or long-acting.
Sustained Release Treatment is a method of administration
which gets prolonged effect and which can reduce the
number of treatments taken during one’s lifetime:

The Treatment should be completed in 4 to 12 weeks
maximum.

Generic Diamond treatment is 100% conflict-free and
environmentally friendly. The term “generic” describes a
more cost-effective version of a well-known brand name
diamond treatment.

Additional tips at the beginning of the treatment:
In order to optimize the effect of the treatment, both partners
must be present during the consultation with the jeweler or
designer.
In case of emergency and if no jeweler can be reached, you
can wear temporary a Waiting Ring®. The emergency ring
can be found inside the box holder with the leaflet.
5. POSSIBLE SIDE EFFECTS
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Information and Education:
A Generic Diamond (also known as synthetic diamond,
lab-grown diamond, laboratory-created diamond or
cultured diamond) is a diamond produced in an artificial
process, as opposed to mined or natural diamonds, which
are created by geological processes. Both have the same
physical, chemical and optical properties, and have the
same brilliance, sparkle and fire. Both are real diamonds.

Once your diamond jewellery is ready, wear it immediately
without time limit. Talk to your jeweler or gemologist if your
symptoms do not improve.

M

For more details about the composition of your treatment,
please consult the diamond grading report. It contains
important information.

a) take your single dose of diamond and imagine a unique
piece of jewellery
b) contact a jewellery boutique or designer to help you to
create your exclusive design
c) enjoy this unique and creative experience
d) get in a few weeks an exclusive one-of-a-kind diamond
jewellery

Duration of the treatment:
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Like all treatments, love painkiller™ can cause side effects,
although not everyone gets them. Sometimes they are
serious, most of the time they are not:
� rapid heartbeat, palpitations, breast tenderness,
tearfulness, dizziness, nervousness, excitability, anger,
confusion, difficulty sleeping, tremor, swelling, stomach
discomfort, dry mouth or thirst,
� feeling unusually hot
� smiling, giggling, sudden outburst of laughter or crying
� in rare cases, nausea, vomiting and urticaria.
You may need specific attention if you get some of the side
effects. If any of the side effects gets serious, or if you notice
any side effects not listed in this leaflet, please tell your
jeweler, gemologist or contact directly Generic Diamond.
Overdose and Dependence Symptoms:
Seek emergency attention if you think you have used too
much of this treatment. love painkiller™ can cause serious
dependence to the active substance, the allotrope of carbon
or diamond.

Who makes the treatment?
Your treatment is designed and packaged by Generic
Diamond Pte Ltd. The marketing authorization holder is
Generic Diamond Pte Ltd.
Where to go for further information?
Additional information is available at the website
www.genericdiamond.com. If you have any queries or
comments about your treatment or any other generic
products, please contact Generic Diamond.
Special Warning
The information provided in this leaflet are provided tongue
in cheek and for humoristic purposes only and should never
be taken seriously or be considered healthcare advice. This
product is not medicine, cosmetic or healthcare product
and not intended to treat, cure or prevent any disease or
health condition. This product is a lab-grown diamond for
jewellery making only. Never try to swallow/eat, chew or
suck diamonds. In case of accidental ingestion, contact a
physician and seek professional medical assistance
immediately.
Always contact your licensed practicing healthcare
professional for specific advice, information and services
regarding your individual healthcare needs.

Distributed by:
Generic Diamond Pte Ltd
Singapore
Reg. 201507510C
www.genericdiamond.com

6. HOW TO STORE LOVE PAINKILLER™

This leaﬂet was revised: July 2015

This product must be stored in a safe area or safe deposit
box. Pharmacy box is not a safe place. Keep out of the sight
and reach of children.

Copyright © 2015 Generic Diamond Pte Ltd.
All right reserved.

It is recommended to keep the blister in the outer carton in
order to protect the treatment. Treatment should never be
disposed of via wastewater or household waste. Ask your
jeweler how to dispose of treatment no longer required.
These measures will help to protect your investment.

love painkiller™ and waiting ring® are trademarks or
registered trademarks of Generic Diamond Pte Ltd. in
Singapore and/or other countries.

There is no expiring date.
7. FURTHER INFORMATION
What does love painkiller™ contain?
love painkiller™ contains one dose of allotrope of carbon
(diamond) grow in laboratory and weighted at 300, 500, 700
or 1000 millicarats (0.30 carat, 0.50 carat, 0.70 carat or 1.00
carat).
The active molecule is the Carbon and the chemical formula
is: C. Each carbon atom is bonded covalently to four
neighbours arranged tetrahedrally around the central atom
to give birth to the diamond.
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